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The Wonder of Now
Catherine Whitfield is sure that she will never again be able to trust anyone in the
medical profession after the town doctor's excessive bleeding treatments killed her
mother. Despite her loneliness and her broken heart, she carries bravely on as
Cimarron Creek's dutiful schoolteacher, resigned to a life without love or family, a
life where dreams rarely come true. Austin Goddard is a newcomer to Cimarron
Creek. Posing as a rancher, he fled to Texas to protect his daughter from a
dangerous criminal. He's managed to keep his past as a surgeon a secret. But
when Catherine Whitfield captures his heart, he wonders how long he will be able
to keep up the charade. With a deft hand, Amanda Cabot teases out the strands of
love, deception, and redemption in this charming tale of dreams deferred and
hopes becoming reality.

Teen Idol
Mia Thermopolis, Princess of Genovia and star of Meg Cabot's insanely popular #1
New York Times bestselling Princess Diaries books, has "penned" her first historical
romance novel . . . with help from Meg Cabot He's a tall, handsome knight with a
secret. She's an adventurous beauty with more than a few secrets of her own.
Finnula needs money for her sister's dowry, and fast. Hugo Fitzstephen, returning
home to England from the Crusades with saddlebags of jewels, has money, and
lots of it. What could be simpler than to kidnap him and hold him for ransom? Well,
for starters, Finnula could make the terrible mistake of falling in love with her
hostage. Princess Mia Thermopolis, Meg Cabot's most beloved character, has
always been an outspoken animal-rights activist and committed environmentalist.
In keeping with Mia's true spirit, Meg will be donating her advance to Greenpeace.

Where Roses Grow Wild
The earth, the moon, and the magical path to enlightenment. Written by a
practicing witch who conducts classes and seminars on witchcraft—the oldest
Western religion, a means of power and enlightenment, and a healing art. “Laurie
Cabot has written a fascinating account of a beautiful and sadly misunderstood
religion, witchcraft. She has with her life and work done a great deal to legitimize
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this ancient pagan form of worship. I am among the ecumenical Christians who
have discovered the truth about witchcraft, that it is neither demonic nor evil.
Power of the Witch is a marvelous introduction to the magical and highly ethical
world of wicca.”—Whitley Strieber

Power of the Witch
New from #1 New York Times bestselling author Meg Cabot, a dark, fantastical
story about this world . . . and the underworld. Though she tries returning to the
life she knew before the accident, Pierce can't help but feel at once a part of this
world, and apart from it. Yet she's never alone . . . because someone is always
watching her. Escape from the realm of the dead is impossible when someone
there wants you back. But now she's moved to a new town. Maybe at her new
school, she can start fresh. Maybe she can stop feeling so afraid. Only she can't.
Because even here, he finds her. That's how desperately he wants her back. She
knows he's no guardian angel, and his dark world isn't exactly heaven, yet she
can't stay away . . . especially since he always appears when she least expects it,
but exactly when she needs him most. But if she lets herself fall any further, she
may just find herself back in the one place she most fears: the Underworld.

Victoria and the Rogue
Sixteen-year-old Carmel, California teenager Suze Simon is a typical high school
student except for the fact that she is a "shifter" who can mediate between the
living and the dead, and she is in love with a ghost from the nineteenth century.

Abandon
A vibrant new voice . . . a modern classic. For generations, the Beaumont family
has harbored a magical secret. They each possess a “savvy”—a special
supernatural power that strikes when they turn thirteen. Grandpa Bomba moves
mountains, her older brothers create hurricanes and spark electricity . . . and now
it’s the eve of Mibs’s big day. As if waiting weren’t hard enough, the family gets
scary news two days before Mibs’s birthday: Poppa has been in a terrible accident.
Mibs develops the singular mission to get to the hospital and prove that her new
power can save her dad. So she sneaks onto a salesman’s bus . . . only to find the
bus heading in the opposite direction. Suddenly Mibs finds herself on an
unforgettable odyssey that will force her to make sense of growing up—and of
other people, who might also have a few secrets hidden just beneath the skin.

How Opal Mehta Got Kissed, Got Wild, and Got a Life
An enchanting novel by Meg Cabot, originally writing under the name Patricia
Cabot—released as an e-book for the first time! She was ruled by her head Only
one thing stood between Edward, Lord Rawlings, and a life of rakish debauchery: a
spinster. Even worse, a liberal, educated vicar's daughter, guardian to ten-year-old
Jeremy, the true heir to the title Edward did not want. If Jeremy would not assume
dukedom, Edward must, a fate of dire responsibility and utter boredom. But this
time, her heart was taking the reins. Since there had never been a female his
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lordship couldn't charm, Edward was sure he would win over the old girl. But
Pegeen MacDougal was neither old, nor a girl-she was all woman, with a prickly
tongue, infernal green eyes and a buried sensuality that drove him mad.
Unfortunately, she loathed him and his class for their fripperies and complete
disregard for the less fortunate. But for the sake of the boy, she agreed to
accompany him back to his estate. The rise was quickly apparent. For Pegeen
knew she could resist Edward's money, his power, his positionhis entire world. It
was his kiss, however, that promised to be her undoing Where Roses Grow Wild.

Scumble
Author Jamie Beck returns with an engrossing series about family, friendship, and
starting over. In this first Cabot novel, a legacy of secrets tests old friends seeking
a second chance at life and love. On the second anniversary of her husband’s
suicide, Colby Cabot-Baxter is ready to let go of her grief and the mistakes made
during her turbulent marriage. Her fresh start comes in the form of A CertainTea,
the restaurant she’s set to open along Lake Sandy, Oregon, with help from her
family. But when her executive chef quits just weeks before the grand opening,
Colby is pressured to hire old family friend Alec Morgan. His award-winning
reputation could generate buzz, but their friendship has withered since her
husband’s reckless dare cost Alec’s brother his life. Distracted by guilty secrets
concerning the tragedy that changed his and Colby’s lives, Alec self-destructed and
lost his famed restaurant. With his career in tatters, he’s determined to use this
opportunity to redeem his reputation and to help the woman he’s loved from afar
find happiness again. But secrets have a way of coming out. When Alec’s do, they
might destroy the new life he and Colby have rebuilt together.

Ready or Not
Seventeen-year-old Pierce Oliviera knew by accepting the love of John Hayden,
she'd be forced to live forever in the Underworld. But now her happiness and
safety are threatened because the Furies have discovered that John has broken
one of their stri

All-American Girl
High school junior Jenny Greenley is so good at keeping secrets that she's the
school newspaper's anonymous advice columnist. She's so good at it that, when
hotter-than-hot Hollywood star Luke Striker comes to her small town to research a
role, Jenny is the one in charge of keeping his identity under wraps. But Luke
doesn't make it easy, and soon everyone -- the town, the paparazzi, and the
tabloids alike -- know his secret and Jenny is caught right in the middle of all the
chaos.

No Offense
Victoria Growing up in far-off India, wealthy young heiress Lady Victoria Arbuthnot
was accustomed to handling her own affairs -- not to mention everyone else's. But
in her sixteenth year, Vicky is unceremoniously shipped off to London to find a
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husband. With her usual aplomb, however, Lady Victoria gets herself engaged to
the perfect English gentleman, even before setting foot on British soil. The Rogue
Hugo Rothschild, ninth earl of Malfrey, is everything a girl could want in a future
husband: he is handsome and worldly, if not rich. Lady Victoria has everything just
as she'd like it. That is, if raffish young ship captain Jacob Carstairs would leave
well enough alone. Jacob's meddling is nothing short of exasperating, and Victoria
is mystified by his persistence. But when it becomes clear that young Lord Malfrey
just might not be all that he's professed to be, Victoria is forced to admit, for the
first time in her life, that she is wrong. Not only about her fiance, but about the
reason behind the handsome ship captain's interference.

How to Be Popular
The one and only Mia Thermopolis is back and ready to reign! Celebrate the 20th
anniversary of Meg Cabot’s blockbuster series in royal style—with all-new middle
grade editions of the first three books! Mia Thermopolis is pretty sure there’s
nothing worse than being a five-foot-nine, flat-chested freshman, who also
happens to be flunking Algebra. Is she ever in for a surprise. First Mom announces
that she’s dating Mia’s Algebra teacher. Then Dad has to go and reveal that he is
the crown prince of Genovia. And guess who still doesn’t have a date for the
Cultural Diversity Dance? The Princess Diaries is the first book in the beloved,
bestselling series that inspired the feature film starring Anne Hathaway and Julie
Andrews.

She Went All the Way
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Princess Diaries series,
comes the very first adult installment, which follows Princess Mia and her Prince
Charming as they plan their fairy tale wedding—but a few poisoned apples could
turn this happily-ever-after into a royal nightmare. For Princess Mia, the past five
years since college graduation have been a whirlwind of activity, what with living in
New York City, running her new teen community center, being madly in love, and
attending royal engagements. And speaking of engagements. Mia’s gorgeous
longtime boyfriend Michael managed to clear both their schedules just long
enough for an exotic (and very private) Caribbean island interlude where he
popped the question! Of course Mia didn’t need to consult her diary to know that
her answer was a royal oui. But now Mia has a scandal of majestic proportions to
contend with: Her grandmother’s leaked “fake” wedding plans to the press that
could cause even normally calm Michael to become a runaway groom. Worse, a
scheming politico is trying to force Mia’s father from the throne, all because of a
royal secret that could leave Genovia without a monarch. Can Mia prove to
everyone—especially herself—that she’s not only ready to wed, but ready to rule
as well?

Abandon #2: Underworld
Sixteen-year-old Susannah Simon is a mediator, one who communicates with the
dead, and she also happens to be in love with Jesse, a nineteenth-century ghost.
Reprint.
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When You Knew
Now includes a bonus excerpt from Meg Cabot's new Heather Wells novel, Size 12
and Ready to Rock, available wherever books are sold July 10. Heather Wells
Rocks! Or, at least, she did. That was before she left the pop-idol life behind after
she gained a dress size or two—and lost a boyfriend, a recording contract, and her
life savings (when Mom took the money and ran off to Argentina). Now that the
glamour and glory days of endless mall appearances are in the past, Heather's
perfectly happy with her new size 12 shape (the average for the American
woman!) and her new job as an assistant dorm director at one of New York's top
colleges. That is, until the dead body of a female student from Heather's residence
hall is discovered at the bottom of an elevator shaft. The cops and the college
president are ready to chalk the death off as an accident, the result of reckless
youthful mischief. But Heather knows teenage girls . . . and girls do not elevator
surf. Yet no one wants to listen—not the police, her colleagues, or the P.I. who
owns the brownstone where she lives—even when more students start turning up
dead in equally ordinary and subtly sinister ways. So Heather makes the decision
to take on yet another new career: as spunky girl detective! But her new job comes
with few benefits, no cheering crowds, and lots of liabilities, some of them
potentially fatal. And nothing ticks off a killer more than a portly ex-pop star who's
sticking her nose where it doesn't belong . . .

The Boy Is Back
An unlikely couple must decide what truly defines family. Gentry Cabot's rebellious
life comes to a screeching halt when a one-night stand leads to a sobering new
reality: motherhood. Exhausted and overwhelmed, the former wild child struggles
to raise an infant on her own. After a lifetime of feeling like the odd Cabot out,
Gentry knows that what her son needs most is family. For his sake, she plans to
rebuild bridges with them, but first she needs a little help on the home front.
Humanitarian worker Ian Crawford has devoted his life to service. Forced to
temporarily return stateside, he's eager to head back to Haiti to expand the
nonprofit he just founded in his late father's honor. He can't do that without
money, so when Gentry offers a hefty paycheck for a short-term gig as a live-in
nanny, he can't afford to say no. Ian expects to deal with a barrage of privileged
problems. What he doesn't expect is how quickly being a makeshift father
transforms him. Despite his growing attachment to Gentry and her child, Ian still
has his dreams, and Gentry wants a full-time dad for her son. When the baby's
father reenters the picture, will Gentry and Ian embrace the family they've formed
or end up worlds apart?

Haunted
Cora Cabot’s life is falling apart. So when her Australian friend announces she’s
secured an internship in the States, Cora has a brilliant idea: house swap! Smalltown Australia sounds like the perfect getaway. Only, when she gets there, the
house isn’t empty. Turns out her friend’s hot Australian brother is staying there,
too—and he doesn’t look happy to see her. The last thing Trent Walters needs is a
roommate for the summer. Especially an American who immediately floods the
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house and single-handedly destroys the family project his sister created for their
parents’ anniversary. Now, not only does Cora insist on helping fix the house, he
needs her help re-creating the family scrapbook. And glitter is not his forte. But
between late nights cooking, pints at the local pub, and competitive matches of
cricket on the beach, Cora starts to break through Trent’s defenses. Too bad Cora
made a promise to return to working with her father at the end of the summer—a
promise she can’t break—because this holiday is starting to feel like one she never
wants to end. Each book in the Patterson's Bluff series is STANDALONE: * The
Aussie Next Door * Her Aussie Holiday

Before I Knew
For more than ten years, former graduate student David Jones has been living
hand-to-mouth in a basement apartment in the slums of New York, working in
secret on his brilliant invention, the Pitchpipe. The Pitchpipe, when complete, will
give him the ability to reconfigure the consciousness of any person - allowing
unlimited control of their minds. The Pitchpipe brings David into a world of
dominance and submission he didn't even know existed, and into conflict with a
haughty dominatrix who finds his sudden appearance and absolute mastery of
beautiful slave girls - who'll do literally anything he wishes - an unacceptable
challenge. Though he treasures his lovely "instruments" and meets every setback
with intelligence and humor, the conflict soon escalates out of control. The end of
David's risky journey through strange seas of thought and the dark underside of
New York's nightlife is far from certain. To save himself and what he's
accomplished from the vicious mistress, he will have to become the Maestro.

Wife by Wednesday
Read the New York Times bestseller and companion to Newbery Honor winner
Savvy! It's nine years after Savvy, and Mibs' cousin Ledge is on the verge of
turning thirteen. More than anything, he wants the power to run like the wind. But
when his birthday comes, he discovers that his savvy is actually making things fall
apart. It starts out with small things, but then it gets worse. To top it all off,
someone outside the family has witnessed his destruction. Now, in addition to
trying to figure out how to control - or scumble - his savvy, he's got to worry about
how to protect the family secrets. Over the course of one amazing summer, Ledge
learns a lot about himself and his family, makes a new - and very unlikely - friend,
and learns to appreciate his newfound skills. "Readers will delight in the tall-tale
tropes and Ledge's authentic physical, emotional, and artistic challenges." Booklist, starred review "The title stands alone in its fast-paced plot with twists and
turns galore, and readers familiar with Savvy will eat it up and wish for more." School Library Journal

The New Chardonnay
Meg Cabot's youngest star is headed for the stage. . .at her school. For parent's
night. But still, it's a starring role! The fourth grade puts on a play written by Mrs.
Hunter! Allie is sure she will walk away with the most coveted role--that of the
princess, naturally-but one of her friends gets the part! What Allie doesn't realize is
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that the part she does get--that of the evil queen--is actually a better (and bigger)
role. But Allie isn't content with just starring in the play. She goes full-on method
and borrows some false eyelashes to wear for the play, which (what else is new?)
causes a great deal of excited controversy. Allie learns it's not the size of the part,
it's the size of the heart that matters.

A Borrowed Dream (Cimarron Creek Trilogy Book #2)
Top ten things Samantha Madison isn't ready for 10. Spending Thanksgiving at
Camp David 9. With her boyfriend, the president's son 8. Who wants to take things
to the Next Level 7. Which Sam inadvertently announces live on MTV 6. While
discussing the president's dubious policies on families, morals, and, yes, sex 5.
Juggling her new after-school job at Potomac Video 4. Even though she's already
the (unpaid) teen ambassador to the UN 3. Getting accosted because she's "the
redheaded girl who saved the president's life," despite her new ebony tresses 2.
Dealing with her popular sister Lucy, who for once can't get the guy she wants And
the number-one thing Sam isn't ready for? 1. Finding out the hard way that in art
class, "life drawing" means "naked people"

Geek Girl Rising
Thirteen years ago, Vivi LeBrun was sketching a rooster and eating Oreos when
she first met—and fell for—her friend's brother, David St. James. Since then, her
love for David has only intensified thanks to years of friendship with his family, who
rescued her from a lonely, tumultuous childhood. As she travels to Block Island to
vacation with the St. James siblings, Vivi daydreams about reuniting with David,
hoping he'll finally see her as his soul mate. After his mother's death, David
distanced himself from his siblings, determined to hide a devastating family secret.
Now, he's brought a new girlfriend along to his homecoming—one who's pushing
for a serious commitment. The last thing he needs on his growing list of problems
is his budding attraction to Vivi. With tensions running high, David's behavior
triggers a series of events that might cost him the love he's always taken for
granted and Vivi the only real family she's ever known.

Vanished Books Three & Four
Offered a second chance at getting into Harvard when the dean urges her to prove
she is capable of having fun as well as overachieving academically, Opal takes
calculated measures to establish her place in the popular crowd.

Royal Wedding
Includes an excerpt from the author's When you knew (The Cabots, book 3).

Awaken
Moving on has never been harder -- or so perfectly unpredictable . . . Peyton
Prescott would give anything for the carefree life she knew before breast cancer
changed everything. But instead of using her second chance to move forward,
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she's stuck promoting the memoir her brother convinced her to write, thus reliving
the very battle she wants to forget. If she hopes her European book tour will allow
her to enjoy revisiting her favorite travel-writing destinations, she's wrong: her PR
whiz is too consumed with his own goals to consider her needs.

Maestro
Do you want to be popular? Everyone wants to be popular—or at least, Stephanie
Landry does. Steph's been the least popular girl in her class since a certain cherry
Super Big Gulp catastrophe five years earlier. Does being popular matter? It
matters very much—to Steph. That's why this year, she has a plan to get in with
the It Crowd in no time flat. She's got a secret weapon: an old book called—what
else?—How to Be Popular. What does it take to be popular? All Steph has to do is
follow the instructions in The Book, and soon she'll be partying with the It Crowd
(including school quarterback Mark Finley) instead of sitting on The Hill Saturday
nights, stargazing with her nerdy best pal Becca, and even nerdier Jason (now kind
of hot, but still), whose passion for astronomy Steph once shared. Who needs red
dwarves when you're invited to the hottest parties in town? But don't forget the
most important thing about popularity! It's easy to become popular. What isn't so
easy? Staying that way.

Allie Finkle's Rules for Girls Book 4: Stage Fright
When lightning strikes there can only be trouble - as Jessica Mastriani finds out
when she and best friend Ruth get caught in a thunderstorm. Not that Jess has
ever really avoided trouble before. Instead of cheerleading there are fistfights with
the football team and monthlong stints in detention - not that detention doesn't
have its good points - like sitting next to Rob - the cutest senior around! But this is
trouble with a capital T - this trouble is serious. Because somehow on that long
walk home in the thunderstorm, Jess acquired a new found talent. An amazing
power that can be used for good. . . or for evil.

Size 12 Is Not Fat with Bonus Material
Claire McKenna knows about loss. The bullet wound that ended her promising
professional tennis career drove her to make a quiet life for herself working with
fabric samples, chatting with her book group, and spending time with her parents
in her sleepy coastal Connecticut hometown. There was a boyfriend who dumped
her to pursue her adventurous childhood friend. Claire's business has hit a financial
snag, but she's up to the challenge. After all, she can survive anything. Until her
teen crush, Logan, returns to town with his sister, Claire's traitorous friend.
Photographer Logan Prescott is more playboy than homebody. But his sister's
illness teaches him that there's more to life than chasing the next thrill. Bent on
helping her win Claire's forgiveness, he turns his charm on Claire and offers her big
bucks to renovate his multimillion-dollar New York City condo. Claire must now
take some risks. The payoff could be huge, but if it all falls apart, can her heart
recover from another loss?

The Memory of You
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"Blake needs a wife in order to keep his inheritance and offers Samantha ten
million dollars for a one year marriage contract. It was a marriage contract the
planned for everything except falling in love"--

Worth the Wait
New York Times-bestselling author Meg Cabot returns with a charming romance
between a children's librarian and the town sheriff in the second book in the Little
Bridge Island series. Welcome to Little Bridge, one of the smallest, most beautiful
islands in the Florida Keys, home to sandy white beaches, salt-rimmed margaritas,
and stunning sunsets—a place where nothing goes under the radar and love has a
way of sneaking up when least expected A broken engagement only gave Molly
Montgomery additional incentive to follow her dream job from the Colorado
Rockies to the Florida Keys. Now, as Little Bridge Island Public Library’s head of
children’s services, Molly hopes the messiest thing in her life will be her sticky-note
covered desk. But fate—in the form of a newborn left in the restroom—has other
ideas. So does the sheriff who comes to investigate the “abandonment”. When
John Hartwell folds all six-feet-three of himself into a tiny chair and insists that
whoever left the baby is a criminal, Molly begs to differ and asks what he’s doing
about the Island’s real crime wave (if thefts of items from homes that have been
left unlocked could be called that). Not the best of starts, but the man’s arrogance
is almost as distracting as his blue eyes. Almost… John would be pretty irritated if
one of his deputies had a desk as disorderly as Molly’s. Good thing she doesn’t
work for him, considering how attracted he is to her. Molly’s lilting librarian voice
makes even the saltiest remarks go down sweeter, which is bad as long as she’s a
witness but might be good once the case is solved—provided he hasn’t gotten on
her last nerve by then. Recently divorced, John has been having trouble adjusting
to single life as well as single parenthood. But something in Molly’s beautiful smile
gives John hope that his old life on Little Bridge might suddenly hold new
promise—if only they can get over their differences. Clever, hilarious, and fun, No
Offense will tug at readers’ heartstrings and make them fall in love with Little
Bridge Island and its unique characters once again.

Ransom My Heart
Ever since Jessica Mastriani was struck by lightning, she's had the ability to find
missing people. But her amazing new power came at a cost: national fame and a
crushing responsibility that Jess never asked for. The only way she knows how to
get back her old life is to lie and say she’s lost her gift. But when Jess’s classmates
start to disappear, she's accused of being involved. Jess’s only chance to clear her
name is to use her powers. But this will only bring back all the old nightmares: the
press, the FBI, everyone who seems to want a piece of her . . . including the guy
she once gave her heart to. Time is running out, and it seems as if Jess is the only
one who can save her friends. But even if she succeeds, will there be anyone to
save her?

The Promise of Us
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Meg Cabot, the dark reimagining of
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the Persephone myth begun in ABANDON continues into the Underworld.
Seventeen-year-old Pierce Oliviera isn't dead. Not this time. But she is being held
against her will in the dim, twilit world between heaven and hell, where the spirits
of the deceased wait before embarking upon their final journey. Her captor, John
Hayden, claims it's for her own safety. Because not all the departed are dear.
Some are so unhappy with where they ended up after leaving the Underworld,
they've come back as Furies, intent on vengeance . . . on the one who sent them
there and on the one whom he loves. But while Pierce might be safe from the
Furies in the Underworld, far worse dangers could be lurking for her there . . . and
they might have more to do with its ruler than with his enemies. And unless Pierce
is careful, this time there'll be no escape.

Waiting for Spring (Westward Winds Book #2)
The New York Times bestselling hit from Meg Cabot Samantha Madison is just your
average sophomore gal living in DC when, in an inadvertent moment sandwiched
between cookie-buying and CD-perusing, she puts a stop to an attempt on the life
of the president. Before she can say “MTV2” she’s appointed Teen Ambassador to
the UN and has caught the eye of the very cute First Son. Featuring Meg Cabot’s
delightful sense of humor and signature romance that made The Princess Diaries
such a hit, this New York Times bestselling standalone novel is sure to please fans
and new readers alike.

Her Aussie Holiday
There are a few places screenwriter Lou Calabrese would rather be than crammed
into a helicopter with Jack Townsend, star of her claim to fame, Copkiller, and
whose ex just ran off with Lou's ex. Talk about uncomfortable. But when, halfway
out to the isolated arctic location where Copkiller IV is currently shooting, their
pilot turns murderous and their helicopter crashes, Lou realizes her day has just
gotten a lot worse. Now, while family and friends back home fret over her
disappearance, Lou is on the run in the arctic wilderness with America's sweetheart
Jack Townsend and only the contents of her purse, his pockets, and their mutual
knowledge of survival movie trivia to keep them alive. Can these two children of
Hollywood put aside their differences and make it back home without killing each
other? Or much, much worse, actually start to like one another?

When Lightning Strikes
This book "isn't about the famous tech trailblazers you already know, like Sheryl
Sandberg and Marissa Mayer. Instead, veteran journalists Heather Cabot and
Samantha Walravens introduce readers to the female entrepreneurs and
technologists fighting at the grassroots level for an ownership stake in the
revolution that's changing the way we live, work and connect to each
other"--Amazon.com.

The Princess Diaries
“The inside scoop on how marijuana landed on Main Street . . . and why it’s coming
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soon to a city near you.”—Katie Couric From gleaming dispensaries stocked with
elegantly wrapped edibles to the array of CBD lotions and oils for sale at your local
drugstore to tastemaker Martha Stewart cooking up marijuana munchies on primetime television, one thing is clear: Pot has fully shed its stoner image. In this deeply
reported journey into the new world of legal cannabis, award-winning reporter
Heather Cabot takes readers on the road with Snoop Dogg and his business
partner Ted Chung as they roll out the star’s own brand of bud; to California wine
country, where chefs and vintners are ushering in a new age of elevated dining; on
wild adventures with marijuana mogul Beth Stavola, for whom fending off shady
characters is just another day at the office; and to rural Canada to meet the Willy
Wonka of Weed. Drawing on exclusive interviews with some of the biggest names
in the world of cannabis, Cabot’s book explores the confluence of social, economic,
and political forces that have brought marijuana into the mainstream. Among
them, outrage over the racial injustice of U.S. drug laws, the booming self-care
industry catering to stressed-out professionals and busy parents in search of better
sleep and more sex, seniors clamoring for natural alternatives to opioids to
manage their aches and pains, and tens of millions of investor dollars fueling a
frenetic “green rush” mentality. The story of an astonishing rebranding, The New
Chardonnay explores how a plant that was once the subject of multimillion-dollar
public service announcements came to spark new culinary trends; inspire new uses
for health, beauty, and wellness; and generate hundreds of thousands of jobs and
untold tax revenue—all while remaining federally illegal in America.

Overbite
In this brand-new novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Meg Cabot, a
scandal brings a young man back home to the small town, crazy family, and first
love he left behind. Reed Stewart thought he’d left all his small town
troubles—including a broken heart—behind when he ditched tiny Bloomville,
Indiana, ten years ago to become rich and famous on the professional golf circuit.
Then one tiny post on the Internet causes all of those troubles to return . . . with a
vengeance. Becky Flowers has worked hard to build her successful senior
relocation business, but she’s worked even harder to forget Reed Stewart ever
existed. She has absolutely no intention of seeing him when he returns—until his
family hires her to save his parents. Now Reed and Becky can’t avoid one
another—or the memories of that one fateful night. And soon everything they
thought they knew about themselves (and each other) has been turned upside
down, and they—and the entire town of Bloomville—might never be the same, all
because The Boy Is Back.

The Mediator #6: Twilight
After the loss of her husband and the birth of her baby, Charlotte has had a long,
hard year. But when a notorious robber believes she knows the location of a longlost treasure, she flees to Cheyenne and opens a dressmaker's shop to lie low and
make a living. When wealthy cattle baron and political hopeful Barrett Landry
enters the shop to visit her best customer, Charlotte feels drawn to him. If Barrett
is to be a senator of the soon-to-be state of Wyoming, he must make a sensible
match, and Miriam has all the right connections. Yet he can't shake the feeling that
Charlotte holds the key to his heart and his future. Soon the past comes to call,
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and Barrett's plans crumble around him. Will Charlotte and Barrett find the courage
to look love in the face? Or will their fears blot out any chance for happiness?

Savvy
“She is a master at entertaining and amusing readers.” —Booklist Nobody does
vampires like Meg Cabot, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Princess
Diaries and Queen of Babble novels. Overbite is Meg’s sexy and hip sequel to her
bestselling Insatiable, the story of a soap opera writer with precognitive powers
who is recruited into the Vatican’s war against demons and the undead.
Unfortunately Meena Harper has a major Achilles Heel—namely her lingering
affection for her ex-boyfriend, Lucien Antonescu, son of Dracula, the prince of
darkness. Anyone who loves Twilight, True Blood, and Lynsay Sands, not to
mention the singleton fiction of Sophie Kinsella, Jennifer Weiner, and Jane Green, is
going to want to sink their teeth into Overbite.

All We Knew
Stefanie Lockwood can repair anything, except her heart--that's still recovering.
Steffi Lockwood has survived more than most. Now left with puzzling memory
lapses following an assault, she returns to her coastal Connecticut hometown to
rebuild her life the best way she knows how: with her hands. But starting a
remodeling business with one longtime friend puts her in the middle of a rift with
another. Worse, being hired by her ex-boyfriend's mother forces her to confront old
regrets. Public defender Ryan Quinn wasn't shocked when his wife left him, but he
was floored when she abandoned their daughter. With his finances up in the air,
the newly single dad returns to his childhood home in Sanctuary Sound. The last
person he expects, or wants, to see working on his family house is Steffi
Lockwood--his first love who shattered his heart. Although Steffi and Ryan are
different people now, dormant feelings rekindle. But when Ryan's concern for
Steffi's mental health prompts him to dig into her past for answers, will what he
learns bring them together or tear them apart for good?
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